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Full Simulation Result

INTRODUCTION

MODEL AND NUMERICAL METHODS

We explore the performance and scaling of using explicit super time-stepping (STS)
algorithms versus implicit schemes with Krylov solvers for integrating parabolic operators in
thermodynamic MHD models of the solar corona. Specifically, we compare the secondorder Runge-Kutta Legendre (RKL2) STS method with implicit backward Euler computed
using the preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) solver with both a point-Jacobi and a
non-overlapping domain decomposition ILU0 preconditioner.
The algorithms are used to integrate a scalar operator (anisotropic Spitzer thermal
conduction) and a vector operator (artificial kinematic viscosity) at time-steps much larger
than the explicit Euler limit. A key component of the comparison is the use of a real-world
simulation on large state-of-the-art HPC systems.
A paper detailing this study has been submitted and is made available [arXiv:1610.01265].

REAL-WORLD 3D TEST CASE

Established MHD Solar coronal model [Lionello, et al Ap.J. 690 902 (2008)]
FORTRAN 90 + MPI-2
Used extensively in solar physics research

[Spitzer et al, 1953]

Parabolic
Operators

[Hollweg, 1976]

[Athay, 1986]

[Lionello et al, 2009]

[Lionello et al, 1999]

Finite difference on logically
rectangular, staggered,
non-uniform spherical grid
Advective terms are upwinded
Wave terms use
predictor-corrector
Semi-implicit term solved using
BE+PCG for both predictor and corrector
Parabolic terms are operator split and
use second-order central differences
Matrix operators stored in modified DIA format,
PC2 preconditioner stored in CSR format

Parabolic
operators
tested with
algorithms:

Boundary Conditions

Initial Conditions

Air Force Data Assimilative Photospheric Flux Transport
(ADAPT) [Arge et al. 2009] with added backside active
region interpolated to simulation grid and smoothed

Magnetic Field:
Potential Field Source Surface

Kinematic Viscosity

Thermal Conduction

Integration Times
Full simulation
Integrate for ~ 48 sim-hours
Validation runs
Integrate for ~8 sim-hours

Timing runs
Integrate for 6 sim-min
starting with the
~8 sim-hr state

Implicit Backward Euler with Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient
Backward Euler (BE): simplest L-stable method

Applying BE to PDE yields a system of equations to solve

To solve system, use Krylov subspace iterative method
(e.g. Conjugate Gradient)
- Robust, proven
method
- Can be very efficient
- Pre-made libraries
available for many
applications
- L-stability allows the
use of very large timesteps

- Requires a quality preconditioner
to be efficient, which can be very
difficult to formulate, implement,
vectorize, and scale. The PCs can
also suffer “break down”.
Requires linear operator
- Choosing the convergence
tolerance is not trivial.
- Global communication for dot
products limits scaling (global
sync).
- Dot product can suffer from
floating point errors requiring quad
precision

Unconditionally stable, but explicit!
Main idea: Runge-Kutta method with
stages added for more stability, rather than
for more accuracy
Two main flavors are RKC (Chebyshev-based)
and RKL (Legendre-based) and can be
recursive or factored
RKL2 [Meyers et al, J. Comp. Phys. 257, 594 (2014)]

Global
comm+sync

PC2 (NDD+ILU0):

- Very easy to implement
(ideal for directive
parallelization e.g.
OpenMP/OpenACC)

- New method – low circulation

- No global
synchronization points

- Amplification factor not
monotonically decreasing for
increasing wave modes – can
lead to undesirable results
when using large time-steps
and/or short simulation times

- Can include
nonlinearities and/or flux
limiting

HPC ENVIRONMENT

VALIDATION

nd
2

order

Point-2-Point
comm+sync

Number of sub-steps

- Number of sub-cycles can be
large depending on the
problem and grid

RESULTS
Thermal Conduction

Solution cuts taken after relaxation:

The Grid
181x251x602
~27 million points

Explicit Runge-Kutta Legendre

Preconditioners (helps solver converge)
We use two communication-free PCs:
Point-2-Point
PC1: Point-Jacobi / Diagonal scaling (DIAG)
comm+sync
PC2: Non-overlapping domain decomposition with
zero-fill incomplete LU factorization (NDD+ILU0)

PC1 (DIAG):

Plasma Fields:
Approximate Solar Wind

Viscosity

Thermal Conduction

Viscosity

Wall time (full code)

Texas Advanced
Computing Center

BE+PCG-ILU0

San Diego
Supercomputing Center

RKL2

Max load imbalance
due to domain decomposition

Zoomed view in transition Oscillations in localized area
region near active region not damped enough!

Amplification Factors
(1D heat eq. with uniform grid)

Wall time (full code)

Allocations provided by:

BE+PCG-ILU0

RKL2

